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ABSTRACT

Many manufacturing cost reduction initiatives have been introduced over past three decades including lean manufacturing. Waste reduction and efficiency improvement are the main objectives of this initiative. It is developed from a set of tools and techniques and can fit nicely in cost focus or cost leadership competitive advantage strategies. But, keeping competitive advantage under the market circumstances are getting harder with growth of production quantity and product diversity. Therefore, paper's focus is lean manufacturing implementation trends and issues within the various manufacturing sector. Successes and failures of implementation of lean manufacturing in some industries are discussed. It was found that lean principles are good source of competitive advantage, it is applicable for many industries and its expansion and discussion are significantly progressing. The biggest threat in implementing lean is lack of understanding the concept but those who engage consultants were more successful.
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1. Introduction

The future of the manufacturing industry is the lean manufacturing and lean practice is one of the best methods used by manufactures around the world to increase their competitiveness [1]. Lean manufacturing is set of methods and techniques developed by engineers of Toyota and it is very popular in today’s world companies to increase value of product though waste elimination. Managers attempt to increase productivity and eliminate waste by applying lean tools such as quality [2], cost, just-in-time (JIT) delivery and continuous improvement to produce with higher quality, JIT delivery and to be cost efficient. Lean manufacturing is simple, flexible, ergonomic, compact, low cost, proper fit, green and requires less energy [3].

The basis of lean manufacturing can be found in the Japanese company of TOYOTA. Lean manufacturing is a successor of Toyota Production System (TPS). The creator of the system was Sakichi Toyoda and his sons: Kiichiro Toyoda and Eiji Toyoda as well as Taiichi Ohno. Sakichi Toyoda was working in Textile industry, he invented a motor-driven loom with a specialized mechanism devised to stop in case of breaking of the thread. This mechanism pioneered Jidoka (automatization with human manufacturing). In 1929, Kiichiro Toyoda went to the USA and was impressed by Ford production system and Kiichiro Toyoda decided to apply solutions which he learned in the USA [4]. Taiichi Ohno was a manufacturing engineer and was working on TPS in the 1940 and carried on its improvement in the late 1980s by the advancements in computers [5]. Lean manufacturing is not only applicable for automotive industry, it can be applied many other industries. Lean manufacturing spread rapidly in all over the world. Manufacturers implemented this method in order to
eliminate and minimize the waste. There are initiatives combining Lean philosophy with six sigma [6], known as Lean Six Sigma philosophy. Basically, lean concept tries to remove waste (“seven types of waste”) while six sigma tries to reduce error [7], which has positive impact on innovation [8].

There are many publications on this topic published by various researchers from different countries. These publications are related to distinct industry areas. Mainly these publications show readers implementation of lean manufacturing and its methods. The number of publications in this field over past three decades is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Number of publications per year](image)

Figure 1 shows the number of publications about lean manufacturing in each year between 1991 and 2017. These data is taken from Scopus and we can see from the table, number of publications started to increase especially after 2002. As it shown in the Figure 1 there is linear trend from 1991 to 2002. Between 2002 and 2005, there is a huge increase in number of articles that means lean manufacturing became popular research topic. After 2005, there is slight decrease and the numbers follow linear trend between 2006 and 2012. As many companies from many fields try to implement lean, the popularity of lean increases lately, so do number of publications.

Regression analysis is conducted to forecast number of next five years’ publication based on historical numbers. Regression analysis where dependent variable y, which is number of publications and independent variable x is years, and shown in Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Coefficients</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>t Stat</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>Lower 95%</th>
<th>Upper 95%</th>
<th>Lower 95.0%</th>
<th>Upper 95.0%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-24132.95</td>
<td>1845.05</td>
<td>-13.07</td>
<td>1.11E-12</td>
<td>-27932.9</td>
<td>-20333</td>
<td>-27932.9</td>
<td>-20333</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we can see from Table 1, regression equation is; \( \text{Number of Publications} = -24132.95 + 12.106227 \times \text{Year} \) and by substituting Year= 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 and 2022 into regression equation, forecasted values for these years are 298, 310, 322, 334 and 346 respectively. It is expected that a slight increase of publications will appear. It means lean manufacturing will remain as a popular topic in following years too.
The number of publications per subject area is shown in Figure 2. There are almost 30 different areas from engineering to neuroscience and that means lean manufacturing is applicable for many various industries.

![Figure 2: Number of Publications per Subjected Area](image)

Figure 2 represents number of publications about lean manufacturing per subjected areas and 40.265% of the publications covers engineering area. So based on the data shown on Figure 2, it can be concluded that engineering is the most common area that lean manufacturing is applied. Business, management and accounting area has 17.813% of publications and 10.539% of publications until today are about implementations of lean manufacturing in computer science area. Also decision sciences has 8.103% and material science has 4.938% of publications. It can be said that, almost 80% of publications cover these 5 areas. Other fields are also shown on the Figure 2 and there are 0.033% undefined fields.

The number of publications sorted by per countries is shown in Figure 3. There are more than 40 countries which lean manufacturing publications published. US has the biggest percentage which means it is common and popular in the US.

The minimum number of publication is 10 for the countries that take place in Figure 3, for the other countries the total percentage of publication about lean manufacturing is 4.53%. US has the biggest contribution with 34.31% of publications, which is more than 1000 publications. India has 10.9%, UK has 6.8%, Brazil has 4.87% and Malaysia has 4.52% of publications around the world. Almost 50% of publications are written in US, India and United Kingdom. US is prior country for lean manufacturing so it is still popular in the USA.

The scope of this project is to explain common lean implementations issues and methods in various manufacturing sectors. The aim of this paper is to show and explain common lean principles and tools that are known and tried to be applied by many companies. Threads, challenges and opportunities of lean manufacturing are presented in this work. In order to achieve this goal almost 80 publications from different countries was examined and analyzed in details. These articles were demonstrated by graphs according to their years and published countries. Also, the advantages and impacts of lean manufacturing methods was clarified briefly. The outcomes of the lean manufacturing methods were stated as a conclusion.

While lean manufacturing is popular and many companies try to apply it, lack of information about lean performance and its measurements will cause to the failure of lean practices [9]. For example, it is concluded
that despite lean principles and practices are quite popular among Lithuanian companies, evidence on adoption motives and impacts of lean production is very scarce because of lack of information of lean practices [10].

![Figure 3: Number of publications per country](image)

This study will present a qualitative briefing and review in order to understand the development of lean application and will point out the ergonomic issues that occur after the lean acceptance. Then they found out that the differences between lean theory and lean practice, the employees needs for feedback and direct involvement in the company, stress reduction in lean manufacturing through reporting all misunderstandings, the inside collaboration between employees and managers [11]. Antonio Sartal, Josep Llachb, Xosé H. Vázquezc, Rodolfo de Castro analyses Environmental and Information Technologies (ET&IT) in the capability of Lean Manufacturing (LM) to achieve improved industrial performance. In their study, they tested hypotheses in a multi-sectoral sample of 763 factories among 5 European countries. They found that Lean Manufacturing practices triggered IT&ET implementation because of competitive requirements and technology-enabled capabilities [12]. In this research authors focusing on constraints on the use of the Web to foster leanness are discussed and recommendations for integrating the Internet into production systems offered. Then they found that, the Internet is a perfect tool for accomplishing the lean supply chain with its open, easy, and cheap access [13].

Lean Production is generally known and accepted in the industrial area. The fourth Industrial Revolution provides having a smart connection of machines, products, components, properties, individuals and ICT systems in the whole value chain to have a new generation smart factory. [14]. Steve and Mel encourage the top managers to take an action and to start using lean manufacturing in their business. They have listed the important facts while implementing lean manufacturing, and suggested to have a lean consultant, to be able to get the required information for the implementation process. The authors mentions about the benefits of the
change [15]. Teerasak, Daniel, Amrik, Brian, Andri, and Cheng investigated the effect of manufacturing
technologies and lean practices on operational performance. The authors concluded that the manager abilities
are more important than the manufacturing system. When manager skills increase, the manufacturing
technique begins to become more important [16]. Sundar, Balaji, and Kumar defined the meaning of lean
manufacturing and how a firm, whether it is service oriented or manufacturing oriented, should be
implementing lean manufacturing into their jobs. The authors mention about the importance of using value
stream mapping, cellular manufacturing, and SMED, and pull system while implementing the lean. They have
mention 19 elements of the lean manufacturing, and say that most of the firms, which want to implement lean,
use only two or three elements of lean manufacturing. This issue makes the application even harder and
unsatisfying at the end of the production, because lean manufacturing becomes stronger and reliable as we use
most of the elements[17].

2. Lean Principles and Tools

Lean has important effect on increasing energy productivity in manufacturing. Figure 4 shows most common
lean principles and tools. Lean principles increases productivity, efficiency, effectiveness and saves time by
reducing wastes, value stream mapping [18], standardizing work, just in time principle, continuous
improvement (Kaizen) [19] and by other lean tools. Not all principles are applicable for all sectors and
industries, which is why firstly analyzing and measuring is essential [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Just in Time</th>
<th>Poka-Yoke</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kanban</td>
<td>Waste Elimination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaizen</td>
<td>Standardized Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value Stream Mapping</td>
<td>Autonomation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5S</td>
<td>PDCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takt-time</td>
<td>Total Production Maintenance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Lean Principles and Tools

While lean manufacturing is popular and most companies attempt to implement it, lack of a clear
understanding of lean performance and its measurements will cause to the failure of lean practices. It is not
possible to manage lean without measuring its performances. A quantitative model to measure the lean
performance of manufacturing systems is introduced that managers and decision makers can easily analyze
the effectiveness and identify the potential opportunities for improvement [9] . Productivity measures can
have impacts on existing Lean Production Systems [21]. And lean principles sometimes fail because leaders
often lack a map of their own organization. Lean brain theory that considers organizations as networks with
organizational structure, functional connectivity and effective dynamic patterns is introduced to provide
leaders a wider picture [22].

Companies searched the ways to improve quality and efficiency and at the same time to reduce cost and lead
time. They managed it by lean manufacturing principles and even tough quality is one of the most important
priorities of lean principles, quality and lean are frequently organized as separated and disintegrated
departments. A case study was done in three Norwegian manufacturing firms to show that a good integration
of lean and quality requires two necessary conditions. First, a high level of process maturity is important.
Second, the production systems themselves also need time to mature [23].

And cultural influences play an important role in the interpretation and implementation of lean manufacturing
critical success factors [24]. In a case study, a traditional production model transformed to lean manufacturing
model by reducing wastes, standardizing works, internal logistics, workplace designing and changing layout
in an electronics assembly line. With lean principles, manpower reduced as 40%, and 30% of floor area is
saved, and delivery time is reduced [25]. It is examined that the daily work practices at an organization that
successfully incorporates lean production practices into the organizational culture, and reveals a pattern of
practices used by managers in their daily work [26].
As it is stated earlier, lean has taken its place in health care industry, lean health care approach is applied in many health industries. Lean thinking in health is a management model with potential to improve the management and core process performance indicators, the organizational structure, and system outcomes. Some branches like emergency medicine, drug dispensing process in the health care sector can achieve high level of success by using this approach [27]. Lean improvements are also applied and adapted in healthcare service delivery chains [28].

In the following sections, some of common lean principles are explained briefly with some application examples.

2.1. Just in Time (JIT)
Just in time is a popular inventory model and a common lean principle that is used in supply chain to make sure that it is provided to produce right amount of products at the right time and satisfy quality requirements [29]. And it consists of supplying of right and proper materials for the system in the right quantity, place, time, position, sequence and cost [30]. The benefits of JIT can be stated as increase in productivity, reduction of total production cost, improvement the quality process, and reduction in waste and reworks, which results in an increase in production quality [31].

There is a study about integration of lean systems in the design of a sustainable supply chain model. It is described the lean manufacturing and supply chain management in detailed and how to combine them using various lean manufacturing tools in order to increase the sustainability of the work and the environment [32].

2.2. Kanban
Kanban is a common lean principle that has a goal of minimum inventory at any time under the philosophy of that material will not be produced or moved until a customer sends the signal to do so [33]. So in that system, production will continue if there is an available demand for the product. Kanban system is also an essential lean tool that supports tracking of material, processes and workstations, by making it easier for employees to determine the information and it reduce the cycle time [34]. Kanban system is successfully implemented in the Japanese companies, because Kanban saves costs by eliminating over production, developing flexible work stations, reducing waste and scrap, minimizing the waiting times and logistics costs; thus reducing the inventory stock levels and overhead costs [33].

2.3. Kaizen
Kaizen is a Japanese word that has meaning of ‘continuous improvement’ and it is set of practices that are focused on continuous quality improvement [2]. The process of kaizen is the analysis of the problem and the implementation of a solution with current, real-time reassessment. When performed properly, kaizen not only eliminates unnecessary work but teaches people a systematic, scientific method for identifying and eliminating waste in a process [19].

Lean six sigma method to an iron ores industry is introduced to improve process capability. They first focused on wastes analysis and process capability is evaluated. Then continuous improvement program is developed for the case. First of all, there has been an analysis conducted and wastes are determined that are defects, unnecessary processing and waiting time and a continuous improvement program is developed to solve waste and defect problems [35].

2.4. Value Stream Mapping
Value stream mapping is the first step at applying lean and it provides a map of current state of the company. It is the map that shows value added and non-value added activities of a production line from the raw material phase to delivery to customers. This map is used to identify reasons of wastes and to identify which lean tools should be used to reduce those wastes. After applying needed lean tools, another map is developed that shows
the future state of the company [36]. There are some examples of sectors that applied value stream mapping on Table 2.

Table 2: Application of VSM in different fields

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sectors</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Food Industry</td>
<td>[37],[38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Industry</td>
<td>[39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cover Glass Industry</td>
<td>[40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive</td>
<td>[41],[42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug Development</td>
<td>[43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Development</td>
<td>[44],[45],[46]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5. 5S

5S is a lean tool which focuses on effective work place organization and standardized work procedures [36], and it consists of 5 practices which are sort, set in order, shine, standardize and sustain. While sorting is organizing things in order, set is designing and clearly labeling where things are stored. Everything should be stored in the right place to eliminate the unnecessary time and energy for searching. Shine is keeping everything clean and neat. Standardize is documenting the work methods and sustain is building a continuous improvement procedures and stick to it [47].

The continuous implementation of 5S has some benefits, such as: improving quality of products or services, clean and productive work environment, reducing cost, increasing of effectiveness and efficiency in the processes, reducing wastes: less space for storage and wasted labor time, reduced production and set-up times etc. [48].

There is a case study that shows how 5S steps of lean is effective on reduction wastes, improving quality and efficiency, environmental performance and health and safety in a copper wire drawing company based in East of the National Capital Territory of Delhi, India [49].

2.6. Waste Elimination

Most of lean tools are based on the philosophy of elimination of wastes. Lean principles has already proven its value on making a company more profitable, by eliminating waste towards its environment and by spreading the spirit of continuous improvement among the stakeholders [50]. Lean principles are applied to remanufacturing process in four different companies to be able to increase productivity by eliminating waste of time and it is concluded that from 83% to 99% of total time is consumed by three unnecessary operations: inventory storing (before, during and after process), waiting for/collecting spare parts and waiting for information on incoming core [51]. A production-management model is analyzed that considers the possibility of implementing a reverse-logistics system and eliminating wastes for remanufacturing end-of-life products in a lean production environment [52].

2.7. Operations Research Techniques in Lean Manufacturing

Operations research and design of experiments (DOE) techniques can be applied in lean principles to identify most influencing factors and get an optimal design of manufacturing processes [53]. A methodology with three operations research techniques (process planning, line balancing and equipment selection) is developed and applied to lean principles to get ‘optimal lean’ [54]. In another research, a design support tool for new Lean production systems is presented. The design support tool consists of three elements with a strong interaction[55]. Another operations research technique, constraint identification technique that has three new methods which are flow constraint analysis, effective utilization analysis and quick effective utilization analysis, is introduced to lean manufacturing system. After the constraint is identified, appropriate decisions
can be made on exploiting the constraint to further improve the system [56]. Another way to improve and optimize manufacturing process is

3. Implementation and Impact of Lean Manufacturing

After World War II, in the beginning of 1950s, manufacturers were seeking for improvement in their number of production, quality, and variability [57]. Toyota motors applied lean manufacturing into their production [58]. Lean manufacturing techniques has proven to be positively effective in most of the manufacturing fields [59], like metal industry, automotive industry, hospitals [60], textile industry, for years. Hence, most of the manufacturers wanted to adopt this manufacturing techniques to increase their financial performance [61], or the ergonomic layout of the company [62] or the sustainability of the work [63], by using Just in Time, waste reduction and detect-free production [64] techniques. Many new industries are trying to test whether lean manufacturing is applicable for their sector or not. For example, Fawaz and Jayant [65] describe a case where lean principles were adapted for the process sector for application at a large integrated steel mill. They have used value stream mapping and simulation to define the techniques that would be used, and to present the result to top managers. As a result, they have concluded that several lean manufacturing techniques like, setup reduction, 5s, value stream mapping, JIT, etc. are applicable for the process. The same test was made for aerospace industry, too. Engineers [66] implemented lean manufacturing to a company, which produces aerospace equipment in Indonesia. They defined risk as any event that may prevent any project or activity to achieve its objective. They focus on SQCDP, which is safety, quality, cost, delivery, and people. By using value stream mapping and SQCDP, and Delphi method, they have implemented lean manufacturing system to the company [67]. Tomcy, Steven, and Rapinder applied lean manufacturing to a project of producing plutonium-238 oxide, which is used by NASA to power deep space probes and planetary rovers. Using value stream mapping of the process and simulation, the authors indicated that in 95% confidence interval the process will exceed the required production rate of 1500g [68]. Lean manufacturing is tested about the benefits of lean manufacturing in automotive industry and developed various ways to decrease the emission of a car engine. It is concluded that by applying such techniques into the engine would give a better result in long term.

However, implementing the lean manufacturing techniques is not only about how well the technique will do in the company, but also how willful the top managers are to take the risks. Lean manufacturing techniques have risks while applying to small and medium enterprises. Top managers are playing big role while facing with those risk that is why they must educate themselves in lean leadership, too [69]. A French small enterprise [70] was observed for the implementation. The researchers concluded that the managers are playing big role on the scenario. Because of the lack of method and procedure, non-functionless of an organization, and the lack of expertise, small and medium enterprises are having trouble with adapting lean manufacturing systems. Likewise, small and medium enterprises in Indonesia [71] were observed for the implementation of Kanban system. It is noted that top management commitment, vendor participation, inventory management and quality improvement are important for Kanban development. The reason of why enterprises cannot adopt lean manufacturing techniques is that ineffective inventory management, lack of supplier participation, lack of quality improvements and quality control and lack of employee participation and lack of top management commitment toward the implementation of Kanban system in the production.

Lean methodology applied in aircraft disassembling process improves efficiency by eliminating waste through the reduction of dissembling time delays [72]. And a continuous stream by choosing the optimal sequence of disassembling of parts taking into account the airplane zones. Also a high level of efficiency and quality taking into consideration various parameters of reverse supply chain. Lean manufacturing can also be applied to process manufacturing. It is showed that several lean techniques can be suitably adapted to steel industry. A simulation model is developed to evaluate basic performance measures and analyze system configurations for the managers who are uncertain about the potential outcomes and results showed that some lean techniques can be applied in steel industry successfully [36].

Tokola, Niemi and Kyrenius (2015) [73] studied how the scheduling of production changes when four conditions of Lean paradigm implemented. First, when the flow time is emphasized, the objective of the
scheduling changes from utilization to a short flow time. Second, if local control is used, it means that the optimization is performed locally. Third, if the variation is reduced, the processing times and arrival times have less variation and, fourth, the scheduling can force the flow times to have less variation by using first-in-first-out (FIFO) sequencing. Research paper studies how these conditions should be taken into account in scheduling and which conditions should be applied.

Lean and six sigma principles can also be applied in many other sectors. Research findings showed that it is worth to use lean principles in IT sector too [74]. In another research examined the application of Lean management methods in the hotel sector. They introduced a case study in a hotel company and applied selected Lean methods. It is concluded that not all of the selected methods are suitable for hotel sector but several Lean methods have been implemented successfully [75]. Lean has been applied to healthcare industry increasingly and lean is the best understood as a means to increase productivity [76].

In lean manufacturing there are several techniques that one can use. Each one of them gives different results and different impacts. A technique used in a company, which is in textile industry, may give a different result for a company of metal industry [77]. The impact of five essential lean methods which are just in time, autonamation, kaizen, total production maintenance, and value stream mapping is tested, on four commonly utilized measures which are material use, energy consumption, non-value added activities, and environmental factors. From a data, which is collected from 250 firms which are using lean manufacturing. Conclusion was that total production maintenance is the best method of all the lean manufacturing tools. When lean is applied into metal industry to improve the quality of the manufacturing. Several lean manufacturing tools like visual control, 5s, value stream mapping, and kaizen are used. After implementation, the total processing time was reduced by 62.5%, while the decrease amount on the number of motion waste is 66.53% [61]. Mark, Paul, and Sachin hypothesized the impact of lean manufacturing and environmental management on business performance, which the data collected from 309 international manufacturing firm by using AMOS. Lean manufacturing is known to have a positive impact on business performance. Hence, the authors, in this research, used environmental management, which seemed to have a negative impact on business performance, with lean manufacturing to check whether they got a better result or not. It turns out that environmental management, when used with lean manufacturing, has a positive impact on business performance [80]. In automotive industry [78] conducted a survey in 91 companies to be able to determine the most influential lean tools. And they concluded by survey results that 5 of 30 Lean tools are highly effective. It is stated that lean production not only successfully challenged the accepted mass production practices in the automotive industry, significantly shifting the trade-off between productivity and quality, but it also led to a rethinking of a wide range of manufacturing and service operations beyond the high-volume repetitive manufacturing environment [79]. Like in supply chain management, lean manufacturing applied to a three-tier spare parts supply chain, with radio frequency identification technology. The total operation time was saved 81%.

4. **Trends, Challenges and Opportunities**

Lean manufacturing techniques was firstly used in automotive industry, as all other new techniques were, too. When it was successful other industries started to implement this techniques to their fields as well. Because it is a wide technique, it is suitable for most of the industries that has any kind of production or product flow, like metal industry and textile industry. Lean manufacturing technique is used by aerospace material manufacturers, too. Its trend is huge because of the outcomes of the techniques.

Lean has proven itself to be positively effective in most of the fields by reducing any kind of waste, either it is a product, time, or an action. Hence, the increase in financial performance and the sustainability of the work appear to have been inevitable. By value stream mapping technique, it is easier to see waste movement a product, or a worker, and fix it. While using techniques like Kanban, JIT, six sigma etc. value stream mapping helps a lot to see what is actually going on with the production, even to the smallest details. The technique is quite promising. Every day, the number of researches about lean manufacturing increases, and the new ideas are found that can increase the positive effects of lean while decreasing possible risks. As lean manufacturing becomes more famous, more companies will implement it. This way, new fields will be discovered in which lean can be implemented.
However, that does not mean that implementing lean will be so easy. Top managers are always playing huge role, when it comes to decision making. Most of the top managers are not willing to spend so much effort to implement lean because the outcomes of the lean varies from a company to another, and they don’t know how effective it will be in their company. In order to implement lean, managers first need to find a mentor, or a lean consultant. With his help, starting from the beginning of the production line, top managers smooth away the obstacles. It is easier to say than done because even if the managers are willing to implement lean, workers may not be ready for the new system. A tutorial, that explains how the new system will work, is needed for all workers, in order to recognize and not to get lost with the production.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, lean manufacturing has principles that increase value of product by eliminating of wastes and it makes a company more profitable. In this paper, common lean principles and tools that are known and tried to be applied by many companies, are explained. Also successes and failures of implementation of lean manufacturing in some industries are presented and reasons that make them (un)successful are discussed.

Lean principles are applicable in many industries. We may not apply all principles for a certain industry for example health sector but at least a few of them will make the industry more profitable. Some lean principles and tools can also be implemented in service sectors too.

Threads, challenges and opportunities of lean manufacturing are presented in this work. And it is concluded that many industries have been using lean manufacturing to get a competitive advantage for years and many of them is introduced with lean recently and implemented successfully. There are a lot of opportunities lean offers to manufacturers and implementation of lean is sometimes a necessity while competitors are taking advantage by lean. Threads are also discussed and found that lack of understanding lean could be the biggest thread in implementing lean and lean consultants or mentors can be helpful to overcome these issues.
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